
 

 

Kindergarten 
Math 

 

AKS/Objective: Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to 19 into ten ones and some 

further ones (e.g., by using objects or drawings), and record each composition or decomposition 

by a drawing or equation (e.g., 18 = 10 + 8); understand that these numbers are composed of 

ten ones and one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or nine ones. 

  

 

This means… 

I can put together and take apart a number 
into tens ones and some further ones by 
using objects or drawings. 

 

I can record each composition or 

decomposition by drawing an equation. 

This looks like… 

Your child will use a ten frame and counters to 
show a group of ten ones and some more ones. 

 

Your child will use a ten frame, counters and/or 
numbers to record an equation. 

 

 

Activity Title: Counting at home LEVEL: Proficient 

Materials needed: you may contact your child’s teacher to borrow materials if necessary. 

• A container of counters (any manipulative available at home that can be easily 

picked up and counted one at the time). Fish crackers, bow tie pasta, crayons, 

pennies, cheerios, buttons, coins, cookies, etc.    Virtual Manipulatives 

 

                                

 

• For this activity we will use connecting cubes  Digital 

Connecting Cubes 

https://www.didax.com/pub/media/pdf/Embed_Codes_for_Didax_Virtual_Manipulatives.pdf
http://www.didax.com/apps/unifix/
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• Ten frame (It can be drawn)   Digital Tens Frame 

           

• Paper and pencil. Digital Whiteboard 

Directions:  

Parents will read aloud the story: 

Claudia has 19 worms for her fishing trip. Does she have enough worms to make a group of 

ten ones? Will there be any worms left over? 

In order to answer these questions or solve this problem, let’s count 19 counters to represent 

the 19 worms.” 

 

The parent counts 19 manipulatives. 

 

 19 worms 

Parents will think aloud: “I’m going to group some of these worms together in this ten-frame to 

show 10 counters.  Let’s count and see if we can make a group of the worms”.  Parents will 

model counting: One...two...three...four...five...six...seven...eight...nine...ten. We have ten ones 

in our ten frame. 

     

     

https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/number-frames/
https://awwapp.com/
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    And 9 more ones  

“I notice there are 10 ones in my group of cubes, and 9 ones are left over. Let’s count the cubes 

again to make sure there are nineteen worms altogether.” 

Parents will count the group of ten ones, 

One...two...three...four...five...six...seven...eight...nine...ten, and then count on the nine ones, 

eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen and nineteen. 

“Since there are 19 counters representing 19 worms in my model, I know that 19 is the same as 

10 ones and 9 more ones leftover.  I decomposed 19 into ten ones and 9 more ones.”   

“Claudia does have enough worms to make a group of ten ones.  She will have 9 more ones 

leftover. Therefore, nineteen is the same as 10 ones and 9 more ones.” (Write this statement 

for your child to see and understand.) 

Parents should ask, “Were you able to make a group of ten?” 

“Were any worms left over?” 

“How do you know?” 

Say and write your thinking using the sentence stem:  

 

19 is the same as ____________ ones and _____________ more ones.” 

                   19 = 10 + 9 

If the activity is too hard, try this:  

Materials needed:  

• Pencil or crayon 

• Cubes or any other manipulative available at home. 

• Number Cards 11-16 
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11 12 

13 14 

15 16 
 

Directions: 

• Cut the cards 

• Shuffle the number cards (11-16) and place them face down. 

• Pick a card off the top of the pile. Say the number and count that many manipulatives. 

• Parents and children must decompose each number with manipulatives using two ten 

frames to show ten ones and the ones for each number. 
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• Continue to select different number cards and decompose numbers until your child 

can decompose the numbers without having to use two ten frames... 

 

If the activity is too easy, try this:  

• Play a matching game. Cut the cards and ask your child to match them with the 

corresponding ten frame and have your child write the equation for each card 

(example: 11 = 10 + 1). 
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• Parents can also make up situations using word problems that involve number 11-

20. Ask your child to decompose the numbers, draw a picture, and write the 

equation to solve the word problem.  
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If the activity is just right, try this:  

• Select a number card (11 - 19) 

• Record the number 

• Count manipulatives to match the number 

• Build a group of ten ones. Color and show a group of ten ones and the leftover ones 

for each number.  

• Say and write your thinking writing an equation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


